
1st dam
VIKES DASHING SI 91, by First Down Dash. 2 wins to 3, $17,742, finalist Hobbs Derby [G2], sister to VOLCOM SI 97, Dashing Vike SI 90, JA Call Collect SI 97, Hi Tori SI 96. Dam of 10 foals of racing age, 8 to race, 5 ROM, including—Dash Kicker SI 92 (c. by Mr Jess Perry). Winner to 5, $16,371. Cupids Fast Arrow SI 84 (g. by Valliant Hero). Winner at 2, 2019, $8,835. Book That Mount SI 90 (g. by PYC Paint Your Wagon). Winner in 1 start at 2, 2019, $5,340.

2nd dam


3rd dam

ONE SWEET RACY SI 103 (One Sweet Jess). Champion Aged Mare, 4 wins to 5, 2019, $387,423, AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1], Los Alamitos Distaff Challenge [G3], 2nd All American Derby [G1], etc.

MISS RACY EYES SI 98 (Mr Eye Opener). 3 wins to 4, $133,195, Speedhorse Fut. [R] [G2], 3rd Valley Junction Fut. [G2], finalist [G1]. Dam of RACY LA JOLLA SI 114-NTR, Stepenos SI 103 ($64,108), Big Daddy Cartel SI 94 ($121,800, finalist All American Fut. [G1]); granddam of WOOP DE DOO SI 107 ($264,573), FETCHING BEAUTY SI 93 ($135,000 [G2]).

ENGAGEMENTS: AQHA Challenge, Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., All American, Rainbow & Ruidoso Fut., Ed Burke Million Fut., Golden State Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby

Accredited Oklahoma Bred; embryo transfer
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